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研究成果の概要

本研究では原子・分子の放射光内殻励起過程を調べるために新しい実験法を開発した。中性粒

子（原子および光子）の検出およびイオンとの同時検出によって水分子の酸素原子の内殻励起

後の分子の解離について新しい情報が得られた。中性水素原子が生成する場合、その原子の励

起状態分布についておよび残りの OH イオンの解離過程について情報を得て、議論ができた。

詳細結果については投稿論文として準備中である。
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１．研究開始当初の背景
(1) Prior to the start of this research a
preliminary study of inner-shell
photo-excitation of neon had shown the
potential of lifetime-resolved
fluorescence spectroscopy for studying
these processes. However due to the large
number of final states potentially
reachable, it seemed worthwhile to attempt
fluorescence detection in coincidence
with photo-ions.
(2) At the start of this research the

principal investigator was attached to
beamline 27SU at SPring-8, which is ideal
for the study of inner-shell excitation
processes in atoms and small molecules.
(3) At other research groups inside and
outside of Japan there was interest in the
success of this technique.
(4) It was also known that near the N (1s)
threshold in N2 neutral, long-lived,
excited N atoms could be produced
following excitation/ionisation.
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２．研究の目的
(1) The ultimate aim of the work was to
perform detailed studies on the
photo-excitation, ionization, and
dissociation processes in atoms and small
molecules.
(2) The first step was to study the total
fluorescence and neutrals yield in the
inner-shell excitation region for a range
of species (starting with Ne and H2O) to
select suitable cases.
(3) The next step was to attempt
fluorescence-ion coincidences.
(4) During steps 2 and 3 it was found that
as well as fluorescence-ion coincidences,
neutral (excited) particles: ion
coincidences should also prove a useful
technique to develop.

３．研究の方法
(1) The key part of the technique is the
SPring-8 beamline BL27SU, which is one of
the most suitable beamlines in the world
for the studies here, providing both
high-resolution and high flux in the
photon energy region of interest
(2) The technique also makes use of the
pulsed nature of the synchrotron source.
(3) A simple apparatus consisting of
multi-channel plate detectors was
constructed and installed at the beamline
to detect total fluorescence and neutral
particle yields. All signals were detected
in relation to the timing structure of the
synchrotron radiation, recording the time
intervals between detection of a particle
and the next pulse of light. SPring-8
offers several operation modes with
different time structures, and “D” or
“E”modes were chosen, which offer the
longest pulse separations.
(4) An ion time of flight tube was designed
and constructed to allow for
time-of-flight ion detection.
(3) A Lyman alpha filter was purchased to
allow the selective detection of (2p->1s)
hydrogen atom fluorescence resulting from
the decay of inner-shell excited H2O
molecules.
(4) Data analysis techniques were
developed for analyzing the fluorescence
lifetimes, and also for distinguishing
between false and true coincidences.

４．研究成果
(1) Total neutral yield.

The figure above shows the time-resolved,
total neutral yield in the region of O (1s)
excitation of water. The x-axis is the time
between the detection of a particle and the
next pulse of synchrotron radiation; the
y-axis is the incident photon energy. The
panels to the left and below show sums over
the perpendicular direction, reveailing
the total neutral yield as functions of
photon energy (left) and flight time
(bottom). Fluorescence photons travel at
the speed of light, and reach the detector
in nanoseconds. Neutral fragments arrive
in microseconds, allowing these two
channels to be easily separated.
Resolving the yield in the time axis in
this manner in these experiments is unique
to this work. Different time regions can



be analysed to provide different
information. For example total
fluorescence and total neutral yield can
be separated, as shown in figure 2. Further,
analysing the lifetimes of the
fluorescence decays leads to information
on the final H atom states, which have
different lifetimes. Analysing the
flight-times of neutral atoms leads to
information on the dissociation process,
since different processes and final states
lead to different energy releases and
particle speeds.

(2) The second figure shows the separated
neutrals and fluorescence yields,
resolved by the timing technique. Also
shown are ion yields for comparison.
Neutral, excited H atoms are produced
following Auger decay and subsequent
dissociation. In particular a large peak
is seen at the O (1s) threshold for neutral
atom production whereas only a step
increase is seen in the ion yield. This
provides new information, and a
publication is in preparation for
submission to the Journal of Physics B.

(3) It was discovered that the neutral atom
yield was much higher than the
fluorescence yield, and consequently
neutral:ion coincidence experiments were

performed. A sample spectrum is shown
above. Here the detection of a neutral
excited H* fragment triggers the detection
setup, which is stopped by the detection
of an ion in the other detector. Careful
treatment of “false” coincidences,
where an ion from a different event stops
the timer, must be carried out. The time
difference depends on the flight time, and
thus the species of ion. It can be seen that
H+, O2+, and O+ or OH+ ions are detected,
shedding light on the dissociation process.
For N (1s) excitation in N2 leading to
excited N atoms the counterpart can only
be a N+ ion. For H2O however a three-body
breakup occurs, and the analysis is more

complicated. Scanning the incidence
photon energy and extracting the
coincidence pairs shown by arrowed lines
in the time-of-flight figure leads to the
spectra shown above. While (H*+H+) seems to
be the dominant channel, it is only seen
at threshold, where the initial excitation
leads to a Rydberg state. This pair is
presumed to be created when the OH+
fragment with an inner-shell hole
undergoes dissociation into O+H+. The
neutral O atom is unobserved. (H*+OH+) is
seen at both threshold and also at
valence-state excitation energies. The
(H*+O2+) channel is presumably created when
the inner-shell hole OH+ ion undergoes
Auger decay and dissociates. It is unclear
at which incident photon energies this
process occurs, but it does not occur
preferentially at threshold. A detailed
analysis of these results will be
published in the Journal of Physics B.

(4) While the fluorescence yield was not
high enough to allow coincidence
experiments to be performed with the
current apparatus, the use of a Lyman alpha
filter allowed a detailed analysis of the

final state neutral H atom populations
following dissociation. The figure above
shows the Lyman alpha yield recorded in the
same energy region as is shown in figure
2. The figure below shows the fluorescence



lifetimes revealed by an analysis of the
time-resolved fluorescence spectra
recorded at the points labelled in the
upper figure. The conventional analysis
technique is to fit the data to a sum of
Gale’s functions (an exponential decay
convolved with a Gaussian “instrument
function”), and this works well when
there are a small number of discrete
lifetimes. When there are a larger number
of lifetimes, or distributions of
lifetimes, a better approach is to use a
grid of lifetimes spaced equidistant in
logarithmic space. Results from using this
technique are shown in the second figure
above. Particularly striking is the
increase in long lifetimes close to the O
1s threshold at 540 eV: this is due to the
production of long-lived Rydberg states.
A detailed analysis is under preparation
for publication.

(5) As mentioned in (2), analysis of the
times-of-flight of the neutral H*
particles also provides information on the
dynamics of the breakup of the molecule.
The figure below shows the time-of-flight
spectra of H* atoms recorded at several
incident photon energies, shown by
horizontal lines above the total H* yield
traces in the top panel. The spectra on the
left for detection parallel to the
polarisation vector of the incident
radiation and those on the right for
detection perpendicular are very similar,
but there is a strong incident energy
dependence, with roughly three different
peaks discernible. This work is also under
preparation for publication.

(6) The work performed during the 2 years
has demonstrated the applicability of the
technique. Apparatus developments would
allow for lifetime:ion coincidence
experiments to be performed. Improvements
in the lifetimes analysis technique will
also lead to more information on the final
state distribution.
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